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Towers

A

few of the factors that
drive development and
selection of towers
and foundations include
larger rotors, increased
turbine capacity, cost-ofenergy reduction initiatives,
repowering existing wind
farm sites, and increased hub
heights systems.

The tubular steel tower
and conventional cast-inplace foundation has been
the go to system since the
industry set its sights on
the 60 to 80 m hub height
for 2.0 to 2.5 MW turbine.
The advance to 3.0 MW and
larger turbines and 100 m
and higher hub heights has
opened the door for many
tower design alternatives
that have been deployed,
and more in various stages
of development. There is
no end in sight as long as
turbine and blade technology continue to advance.
The menu of tower solutions now includes hybrid
(steel and precast concrete)
systems, full height, precastconcrete towers, lattice
steel towers, and wood and
composite systems. However, the tubular steel tower
remains the predominant
choice.
No single component of
a turbine installation is inde-

pendent in terms of function
and performance of the entire system. What this means
for towers and foundations
is that as turbine output
increases by generator
technology, rotor diameter,
hub height, or other contributing variables, the tower
and foundation will play
a larger role in the overall
system. Consequently, it will
be tuned more precisely to
become more interdependent and integrated with
the other elements of the
installation along with performance requirements of
specific systems, and
specific geographic and
regulatory considerations.
The next evolution of
towers and foundations has
begun and is evidenced by
the installations of systems
not exclusively tubular steel
on conventional foundations. One German turbine
manufacturer has developed
both hybrid and full height
concrete towers in addition
to their tubular-steel towers
for their proprietary turbine
systems. Other examples of
a higher degree of integration of tower and foundation
is a U.S. hybrid tower system
and the recently developed
Atlas Tower of full height
precast concrete tower.
The hybrid system
supplements the capabilities of the tubular steel
tower and at the same time,
increases the hub height
and uses an efficient ring
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foundation that reduces
the investment required
in a foundation. This full
height, precast concrete
tower is for hub heights
of 100 m and higher that
provide static and dynamic
support needed for turbine
installations. It also provides a portion of the mass
required for vertical stability
of the turbine installation
that would otherwise be
part of the foundation. The
efficient use of materials
and integrated systems reduces the investment that
would be required in the
concrete foundation and
the overall installation.
For every tower and
foundation design, there
are new developments
in materials technology,
manufacturing techniques,
and logistics. There is no
end is sight to the demand for electrical power,
demand will translate into
future towers and foundations that support higher
output turbines, larger
rotors, and greater hub
heights. Their components
are likely to be fabricated
near site or are modular
and easily transported to
the turbine site. The tower
systems may include more
exotic materials and more
efficient methods of installation.

Bronto Skylift
1123 Bayview Drive
Bayville, NJ 08721
www.bronto.fi
(352) 895-1109
Bronto Skylift is the global market leader in truck
mounted hydraulic platforms. Bronto Skylift offers
a wide selection of high-reach truck-mounted
aerial devices for wind turbine blade and tower
inspection, maintenance and repair and other applications. With Bronto aerials operators are able
to drive directly to the job site and, in a matter of
minutes, be fully operational and able to access
overhead areas faster and safer than other methods currently in use.
Bronto machines have been used in Europe for
many years and have been time-tested in the
toughest conditions. When elevated, S 90 HLA
machines for instance, can withstand winds
speeds up to 35mph (12m/s) and can lift up to
1000-pounds in a 8-foot x 3-foot, fully-enclosed
platform to a 295-foot (90m) maximum working
height. Maximum horizontal outreach is 108-foot
(33m).
With advanced controls and one-button automatic leveling of the outriggers, Bronto aerials can
be driven onto the site, then set-up and elevated
to the overhead area in 20 minutes or less.

BS-Rotor Technic USA LLC
Address: 2200 E. Winston Road
Anaheim, CA 92806
Tel: (888) 44-ROTOR: Fax: (714) 758-7000 Email:
info@bs-rotorusa.com.
www.bs-rotorusa.com
Whether you are OEM, Wind Farm O & M Company or Wind Farm Owner, BS-Rotor Technic USA
LLC is a competent partner in all matters relating
to your wind turbine. BS-Rotor Technic USA LLC
is also an exclusive distributor of Multigear GmbH
for Wind Energy Gearboxes.
We specialize in Blade inspection and repairs,
End of Warranty inspections, Gearbox borescope
inspection, service and exchange gearbox for
all kinds of Wind turbine generators. We offer
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replacement brake pads from Carlson Energy.
Call BS-Rotor Technic USA LLC for service,
repairs and spares.
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